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Build a
family with
some fun

pets.

Construct the
tallest tower

you’ve ever
built.

Build a
boat

for sailing
down the river.

Design a
home for a

mouse.

Construct a
model of

your dream
bedroom.

Design
2 vehicles

and race them.

Build the
ultimate

clubhouse
hideout.

Construct a
flying

machine
for a favorite

character.

Build a
magical

creature
that no one

has ever seen.

Create a
tiny town

with houses,
stores, and

more!

Design a
spy vehicle.

(plane, boat
motorcycle, or

combo!)

Build a scene
from your
favorite

show.

Create a
rock band
and a stage

for their
performance.

Design and
construct your

very own
zoo.

Build a secret
tree house
for you and

some friends.

Construct the
school

of your dreams.

Design and
build a

theme park
with rides and

games.

Create a
castle

and a dragon
to protect it.

Create a
futuristic
vehicle.

Construct 2
buildings and a

bridge
to connect

them.

Design a
rocket ship

that will fly you
to the moon.

Build a
gnome
village.

Create a
vehicle

for a mouse or
toad.

Design a
villain’s
secret

hideaway.

Build a
robot

with special
abilities.

Create a
pirate ship
and crew.

Build a model
of your

favorite
place.

Design the
very best

playground.

Build a fleet of
tiny

vehicles.

Construct a
giant

monster.

30-Day LEGO Challenge!

www.teachertrap.com



I hope this resource is just what you needed!  If you liked my work, please consider
leaving  FEEDBACK and  FOLLOWING me for updates, ideas, & freebies!

THANK yOU SO MucH!

INSTAGRAM

teachertrap

PINTEREST

teachertrap

FACEBOOK

Teacher Trap

STORE

Teacher Trap

BloG

teachertrap.com

PoPULAR PRODUCTS...

CREDIT AND SPECIAL THANKS TO...Fonts

www.kimberlygeswein.com

www.helloliteracy.com

Cara Carroll on TPT

Krista Wallden on TPT

Graphics-From-The-Pond on TPT

Lindy-Du-Plessis on TPT

Mad Clips Factory on TPT

Ink-N-Little-Things on TPT

A Sketchy Guy on TPT Ninja Woman on TPT

Clever Cat Creations

Clip Art and Graphics

www.teachertrap.com

www.kpmdoodles.com

LEGAL STUFF :)
     Katherine Dupre of Teacher Trap, LLC. All rights reserved.
Purchase and download of this product entitles the user/
purchaser the right to reproduce the pages for personal
classroom use.  Duplication for an entire school or commercial
purposes is strictly forbidden without written consent from
K. Dupre.  Placing any part of this product on an intranet or
internet in any form (even a personal/ classroom blog or
website) is strictly forbidden and is a violation of the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act. This applies to both free and paid
products.

In other words, please be a good person.  Do not upload this to
be shared, claim it as your own, or recreate and share/sell.. :)

A Primary Kind of Life
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